The effect of an aerobic training program on the electrical remodeling of heart high-frequency components of the signal-averaged electrocardiogram is a predictor of the maximal aerobic power

Abstract

Increased heart rate variability (HRV) and high-frequency content of the terminal region of the ventricular activation of signal-averaged ECG (SAECG) have been reported in athletes. The present study investigates HRV and SAECG parameters as predictors of maximal aerobic power (VO2max) in athletes. HRV, SAECG and VO2max were determined in 18 high-performance long-distance (25 ± 6 years; 17 males) runners 24 h after a training session. Clinical visits, ECG and VO2max determination were scheduled for all athletes during the training period. A group of 18 untrained healthy volunteers matched for age, gender, and body surface area was included as controls. SAECG was acquired in the resting supine position for 15 min and processed to extract average RR interval (Mean-RR) and root mean squared standard deviation (RMSSD) of the difference of two consecutive normal RR intervals. SAECG variables analyzed in the vector magnitude with 40-250 Hz band-pass bi-directional filtering were: total and 40-µV terminal (LAS40) duration of ventricular activation, RMS voltage of total (RMST) and of the 40-ms terminal region of ventricular activation. Linear and multivariate stepwise logistic regressions oriented by inter-group comparisons were adjusted in significant variables in order to predict VO2max, with a P < 0.05 considered to be significant. VO2max correlated significantly (P < 0.05) with RMST (r = 0.77), Mean-RR (r = 0.62), RMSSD (r = 0.47), and LAS40 (r = -0.39). RMST was the independent predictor of VO2max. In athletes, HRV and high-frequency components of the SAECG correlate with VO2max and the high-frequency content of SAECG is an independent predictor of VO2max.
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Introduction

Regular aerobic exercise training brings about beneficial changes in the cardiovascular system, with impact on individual and community health (1-3). The cardiovascular remodeling that follows aerobic fitness, reflected by both structural and functional changes of the heart, can be easily assessed by routine clinical examination. Mechanical remodeling following progressive upgrade in training level aiming at maximal aerobic power fitness is characterized by increased cardiac performance and a mild to moderate increase in left ventricular mass, and by increased contractile force of the cardiomyocyte in laboratory animal models (1,4-7). Mainly characterized by parasympathetic dominance, autonomic remodeling is characterized by decreased resting heart rate and increased heart rate variability (HRV) indexes. On the other hand, the electrical remodeling that occurs with both mechanical and autonomic remodeling is characterized by a redistribution of the activation time throughout the ventricular wall, which is expressed on the surface electrocardiogram (ECG) (4-7).

The presence of high-frequency components in the terminal region of the surface ECG has been described on athletes (6,8,9). The nature and the genesis of these components on the surface ECG in athletes, however, are still subject to investigation, and have been associated with both improvement of aerobic training level and incipient ventricular hypertrophy (6,8,9). Conventional methods aiming at estimating maximal aerobic power consist of exercise testing (either field or ergospirometry) usually lasting 12 to 25 min.

The objectives of the present study were: 1) to investigate HRV parameters and high-frequency content of the signal-averaged ECG (SAECG) as predictors of maximal aerobic power in trained athletes and healthy untrained subjects, and 2) to propose a mathematical model based on HRV and SAECG parameters to classify both trained and untrained healthy subjects according to maximal aerobic power.

Subjects, Material and Methods

The study protocol was in accordance with the principles of the Helsinki Declaration and was approved by the Ethics Committee in Clinical Research of the Laranjeiras National Institute of Cardiology, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil, and all subjects provided written informed consent before enrollment.

The study population was recruited from January to July 2004 and comprised 36 subjects divided into two groups: 18 trained long-distance runners (athletes) and 18 healthy untrained subjects (controls). The sample size used in the present study was calculated from numerical variables as described by Smith et al. (6) and Raineri et al. (10). From reference data, the sampling procedure was based on the difference of the 40-µV terminal (LAS40, ms) of at least 10 ms, with values of $\alpha = 0.05$ and $\beta = 0.1$, on the vector magnitude, filtered by a 4-pole bidirectional bandpass Butterworth filter with cut-off frequencies at 40 and 250 Hz, and using XYZ Frank orthogonal leads. The subjects participating in the present study were slightly younger but had similar anthropometric characteristics and gender distribution as those in the studies used as reference in the sampling procedure (6,10). Inclusion criteria were volunteers over 18 and less than 40 years old, in good mental and physical health, without a previous history of cardiovascular disease or systemic arterial hypertension. Subjects less than 18 and more than 40 years old, with a previous history of diabetes mellitus, thyroid dysfunction or liver disease, alcohol consumers, or tobacco smokers, or those currently taking any medicine were excluded.

Subjects had their maximal oxygen consumption ($\text{VO}_2\text{max}$) estimated by the Coo-
per 12-min field test (Table 1), and calculated by the following equation (11,12):

$$\text{VO}_2\text{max} = \frac{D \cdot 466.3}{45.7} \quad \text{(Equation 1)}$$

where D is the distance achieved in the field test, expressed in meters, and VO\text{2}max is estimated as mL kg\textsuperscript{-1} min\textsuperscript{-1}. Next, the resulting VO\text{2}max was divided by the constant 3.5 mL kg\textsuperscript{-1} min\textsuperscript{-1} to be converted into metabolic equivalents (METs). Control and athlete groups were separated according to VO\text{2}max as estimated by the Cooper test, arbitrarily defined as less than 11.5 METs for controls and more than 16.0 METs for athletes. The VO\text{2}max gap between groups was defined \textit{a priori} with the purpose of enhancing eventual differences in SAECG parameters caused by conditioning level.

The athletes discontinued training 24 h before testing, and fasted for 4 h before signal recording. All subjects replied to a questionnaire about age, health condition, use of medication, and physical activities, and their height, weight, anteroposterior and laterolateral thoracic diameters were measured with the supervision of a primary care physician. The two groups were matched for age, gender, and body surface area calculated by a nomogram (Table 1) in order to minimize inter-group physiological and anthropometric variability (e.g., chest diameter) and to reduce the potential effect of thoracic geometry on the surface ECG signals.

**12-Lead surface ECG acquisition**

Each subject also had a 12-lead surface ECG acquired with a CardiMax electrocardiograph (Fukuda Denshi, Seattle, WA, USA) in resting supine position. ECG signals were analyzed for left ventricular hypertrophy and assessed by the voltage-duration product, as previously described (13). The voltage-duration product was considered to be abnormal if greater than 2440 mV/s, defining left ventricular hypertrophy.

**ECG acquisition and signal averaging**

SAECG was acquired shortly after application of the questionnaire and physical examination. Before a 15-min continuous signal acquisition, the subjects remained in the supine position for 5 min for stabilization of autonomic modulation after the change from the orthostatic position, thus preventing an “autonomic memory” in the acquired signals (14,15).

The ECG signals were acquired from the body surface using the modified bipolar Frank XYZ-orthogonal leads and an electrocardiograph amplifier model AEG03 (Lynx Tecnologia Eletrônica, São Paulo, SP, Brazil), with 10-GΩ input impedance, 120-dB/channel common mode rejection, and a 12-VDC power supply. Each ECG lead was amplified (gain = 1000), analogically filtered from 0.05 to 300 Hz by a 3rd order Butterworth filter, and converted into digital format by a data acquisition system with a 14-bit AD converter with a ±10-V dynamic range, and -1000 Hz/channel sampling frequency (Lynx Tecnologia). The ECG was digitized and immediately stored in the PC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Anthropometric and demographic characteristics of the subjects who participated in the study.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (F/M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA (m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APTD (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLTD (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO\text{2}max (METs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as means ± SD for 18 subjects in each group. BSA = body surface area; APTD = anteroposterior thoracic diameter; LLTD = laterolateral thoracic diameter; VO\text{2}max = estimated maximum aerobic power; MET = metabolic equivalent (mL kg min\textsuperscript{-1}).

*P = 0.001 compared to control subjects (unpaired Student t-test). See text for details.
for off-line processing.

The skin was carefully prepared with a mildly abrasive pad and washed with alcohol for ECG acquisition, and 6 self-adhesive silver/silver-chloride electrodes were attached to the horizontal X-lead electrodes, placed on the right and left mid-axillary lines at the fourth intercostal space. The vertical Y-lead electrodes were placed on the middle clavicle line and second intercostal space and costal border, and the sagittal Z lead was placed anteriorly and posteriorly at the level of the 4th intercostal space just to the left of the midline. A seventh ground electrode was placed on the tenth rib on the mid-axillary line. The paired electrode-to-electrode impedance was measured and was less than 7 kΩ for all electrode pairs. ECG acquisition was carried out from 8 am to 1 pm in a quiet and air-conditioned environment, with a temperature of 25ºC. Digital data were processed with pattern recognition software to reject ectopic or excessively noisy beats (16,17). The coherent weighted averaging was carried out independently on each lead using a previously described and validated technique for R-wave alignment and was stopped at a final noise below 0.35 µV (16,17). The SAECG was analyzed in the time domain on the vector magnitude ($V_m$), defined by:

$$V_m = \sqrt{X^2 + Y^2 + Z^2} \quad \text{(Equation 2)}$$

where X, Y and Z are the averaged orthogonal leads after 4-pole bi-directional Butterworth filtering, with band pass ranging from 40 to 250 Hz.

Four parameters were calculated from the vector magnitude (Figure 1): 1) duration of the signal-averaged filtered QRS complex (DUR, ms), 2) duration in the terminal region of ventricular activation with a magnitude below <40 µV (LAS40, ms), 3) the root mean squared (RMS) value of the potentials in the 40-ms terminal of the filtered QRS (RMS40, µV), and 4) the RMS value of the total filtered QRS (RMST, µV). Although terminal portion analysis has been used to identify the risk of ventricular arrhythmias, these parameters have been also tested as markers of cardiac fitness in athletes in general. SAECG was considered abnormal if two of three (DUR, RMS40, LAS40) parameters were outside the normal range (18).

**Heart rate variability**

The raw ECG was processed simultaneously on the X and Z leads to extract the series of normal RR intervals by rejecting ectopic or extremely noisy beats. The following parameters were thus calculated for the analysis of HRV: Mean-RR (ms), the average duration of RR intervals; RRmin (ms), the shortest RR interval value; RRmax (ms), the largest RR interval value; RMSSD (ms), the RMS standard deviation of the difference between two consecutive normal RR intervals. During the analysis of RR interval, rejected beats per acquired ECG ranged from 0.16 to 5.22% with a mean (± SD) of 0.66 ± 0.93%.

**Statistical analysis**

Continuous variables are reported as mean
Heart rate variability and signal-averaged ECG in top athletes

± SD. SAECG (RMST, RMS40, DUR, LAS40) and HRV (RMSSD, mean-RR, RRmax, RRmin) parameters had their probability distributions assessed. The RMST and RMS40 variables showed asymmetric probability distributions and were normalized by natural logarithm transformation (Lnt) (18, 19). The means were compared by the unpaired Student $t$-test. Categorical variables were compared by the Fisher exact test. Linear regression analysis using the Pearson correlation coefficient ($r$) was carried out between SAECG parameters and VO$_2$max, as well as between HRV parameters and VO$_2$max. The level of significance was set at $\alpha = 0.05$ in all tests. Data were analyzed using the Statgraphics Plus 5.1 (Manugistic Inc., Rockville, MD, USA), MS Excel 2000 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA), and Epi-Info 6.04 (Center of Disease Control, Atlanta, GA, USA) software.

Mathematical model

A multivariate stepwise logistic regression model was adjusted to significant HRV and SAECG variables in order to estimate VO$_2$max ($P < 0.05$ in inter-group comparison). In the logistic model, variables with $r^2 \geq 0.64$ and hierarchically lower significance by the Wald test were considered to be co-variates and were excluded from the model (exclusion started with highest P value). The final model was achieved when all co-variates were excluded.

A binary variable $Code$, assuming a value of zero for controls and of one for athletes was defined as:

$$Code = \frac{\exp (P)}{1 + \exp (P)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 3)

where $P$ is given by:

$$P = K + \sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i \cdot X_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 4)

where $K$ is a fitting constant and $A_i$ the regression constant of each $X_i$ variable.

A decision-three algorithm based on the final variables of the model was built to stratify VO$_2$max. The threshold cut-off levels of the final variables were detected by logistic regression model analysis, and were not included in the interval range as reference for higher VO$_2$max estimates.

Results

The voltage-duration product was not significantly different ($1,676.1 \pm 711$ for athletes vs $1,325.0 \pm 548.5$ mV/s for controls) between groups. An electrical marker of left ventricular hypertrophy was detected in 3 subjects in the athlete group and in no subject in the control group ($P = 0.23$).

The HRV and SAECG parameters of each group and respective inter-group comparison are presented in Table 2. All variables demonstrated significant differences between the control and athlete groups, ex-

### Table 2. Signal averaged electrocardiogram and heart rate variability of control subjects and athletes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Athletes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal-averaged electrocardiogram</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR (ms)</td>
<td>98.40 ± 14.6</td>
<td>98.10 ± 20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lnt (RMST) (Ln[µV])</td>
<td>1.93 ± 0.14</td>
<td>2.16 ± 0.15*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS40 (ms)</td>
<td>31.80 ± 8.1</td>
<td>24.40 ± 9.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lnt (RMS40) (Ln[µV])</td>
<td>1.40 ± 0.21</td>
<td>1.73 ± 0.31*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beats</td>
<td>329 ± 127</td>
<td>323 ± 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final noise (µV)</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heart rate variability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRmin (ms)</td>
<td>734 ± 165</td>
<td>869 ± 152*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean-RR (ms)</td>
<td>1034 ± 160</td>
<td>1351 ± 241*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRmax (ms)</td>
<td>881 ± 125</td>
<td>1127 ± 194*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD (ms)</td>
<td>39.70 ± 16.0</td>
<td>74.10 ± 36.6*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUR = duration of the signal-averaged filtered QRS complex; Lnt (RMST) = natural logarithm transformation of root mean squared value of the total filtered QRS; LAS40 = duration of potentials below 40 µV at terminal QRS complex; Lnt (RMS40) = natural logarithm transformation of RMS value of the potentials in the 40-ms terminal of the filtered QRS; Beats = number of coherent-averaged beats; Final noise = final noise of coherent averaging; RRmin = the shortest RR interval value; Mean-RR = the average duration of RR intervals; RRmax = the largest RR interval value; RMSSD = root mean squared standard deviation.

*P < 0.05 compared to subjects (unpaired Student $t$-test).
correlation, however, was found between DUR and VO$_{2\text{max}}$.

The prevalence of abnormal SAECG parameters in the control and athlete groups was 11 and 8.3%, respectively (P = NS). Both RMS40 and LAS40 were abnormal in one athlete and in three control subjects. DUR was within the normal range in all subjects.

Mathematical model

After excluding the significant co-variates, the variables included in the model were: LAS40, RMST, RMSSD, and Mean-RR. The model showed 88.9% positive predictive, 94.4% negative predictive, and 91.7% total predictive values, explaining 69.33% of total deviance (P < 0.001). RMST was the only independent predictor of VO$_{2\text{max}}$ (Table 3).

The threshold cut-off values of the variables involved in the classification of the highest VO$_{2\text{max}}$ were (according to the optimal dichotomization level as computed by logistic regression model): RMST > 120.9 µV, LAS40 < 28.1 ms, Mean-RR > 1003.8 ms, and RMSSD > 30.3 ms.

The decision algorithm that best defined physical conditioning with 72.2% sensitivity, 94.4% specificity, and 83.3% total predictive accuracy was (pseudo-code language):

IF “RMST > 120.9” THEN
IF “LAS40 < 28.1” OR “Mean-RR > 1003.8” OR “RMSSD > 30.3” THEN “Athlete” ELSE “Control”

where {IF...THEN} pairs represent condition commands in hierarchical order, and quoted parameters the condition codes; {ELSE} command points to the final alternative, and {OR} command allows logical non-excluding association of condition codes. The quoted “Control” and “Athlete” refers to control and athlete groups, respectively.
**Discussion**

Aerobic training induces significant cardiovascular changes due to maximal aerobic power gain, and is reflected on both the electrical and autonomic properties of activation of the heart, asrespectively detected by SAECG and HRV (1,20). Although Koutianos et al. (21) have reported a significant correlation between HRV index and VO$_{2}$max, to the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to compare HRV parameters and high-frequency content of SAECG as predictors of VO$_{2}$max in healthy sedentary subjects and athletes, and to show that the high-frequency content of the ventricular activation wavefront is an independent predictor of maximal oxygen consumption. The increase in VO$_{2}$max caused by fitness results in a direct effect on ventricular mass (8,22,23) and increases ventricular activation voltage in the surface ECG (10,24). An increase in maximal aerobic power and myocardial mass is, therefore, expected to increase the total ventricular activation energy in SAECG.

Exercise training causes a well-established autonomic remodeling, which is characterized by a reduction in resting heart rate and an increase in HRV, representing a shift of the autonomic modulation toward parasympathetic over sympathetic dominance, as observed in healthy young and old subjects and in patients with ischemic heart disease (20,24). On the other hand, the duration of ventricular activation may be minimally affected by aerobic physical conditioning, as shown by Jordaens et al. (25), who did not find significant difference in QRS duration among four different groups comprising athletes with ventricular tachycardia and three control healthy groups: basketball players, cyclists and untrained controls. The RMS40, however, was remarkable and was greater in the control group than in the other groups (25). In the present study, in agreement with the findings of Jordaens et al. (25), no significant difference was observed between athletes and controls regarding the duration of ventricular activation, although other SAECG variables were significantly different (Table 2).

The QRS voltage-duration product derived from the 12-lead surface ECG has also been reported to predict left ventricular hypertrophy and is positively correlated with myocardial mass, as described by Okin et al. (26) and Ginefra et al. (27). On the other hand, Vacek et al. (28) applied SAECG to identify cardiac mass size and found a good correlation with echocardiography measurements. SAECG was shown to measure myocardial energy and to accurately assess left ventricular mass as well (28). In the present study, no significant difference between athletes and controls was found regarding QRS voltage-duration product (P = 0.11), and left ventricular hypertrophy was found only in three athletes and in no controls (P = 0.23). However, a significant positive correlation was found between RMST (high-frequency ventricular activation energy) and VO$_{2}$max as an effect of the conditioning level achieved. The decision algorithm based on the non-co-variate variables included in the multivariate model showed 83.3% total predictive accuracy, and provides a reference for predicting VO$_{2}$max in trained athletes.

**Table 3. Multivariate logistic model variables as predictors of maximal aerobic power.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>b coefficient</th>
<th>SEM</th>
<th>Wald test ($\chi^2$)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-26.3</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS40</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.83-1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMST</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.01-1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.96-1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean-RR</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.99-1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b coefficient = logistic regression coefficient estimate of the variable; SEM = standard error of the estimate; P = significance level of the variable achieved at Wald test; OR = odds ratio estimate of the variable; 95% CI = 95% confidence interval at 95% of OR estimate. LAS40 = duration of potentials below 40 $\mu$V at terminal region of the filtered QRS complex of the vector magnitude; RMST = root mean squared of total ventricular activation of the vector magnitude; RMSSD = root mean squared standard deviation of consecutive normal RR intervals; Mean-RR = the average duration of RR intervals. See text for details.
letes. Thus, a high-frequency content of SAECG seems to be able to identify the compensatory ventricular remodeling caused by aerobic training, undetectable by conventional electrocardiographic measurements (26). Electrophysiological, mechanical and histological remodeling of the heart, which includes re-arrangement of cardiomyocyte dimensions and orientation during mechanical remodeling, changes in fiber-to-fiber gap junction distribution, remodeling of potassium and calcium channels, and an increase in extracellular matrix, has been directly related to aerobic training, and, individually or in general, may influence the frequency content of the electrical wavefront propagation during normal ventricular activation, accounting for a very unique electrical environment in the trained heart of healthy athletes (7,29,30). In practice, the logistic regression model was suitably adjusted to maximal aerobic power data and further dichotomized both groups, enabling correct subject classification.

On the other hand, increased total high-frequency content energy (RMS area) and no abnormal prolongation of the ventricular activation in athletes without structural heart disease seem to represent a physiological aspect of electrical remodeling of the heart. Moroe et al. (31,32) found an 8.5% prevalence of abnormal SAECG in a total of 796 athletes evaluated. Athletes who performed anaerobic exercise tended to exhibit a higher incidence of abnormal SAECG, which was associated with a smaller left ventricular mass (31,32). A comparable prevalence of positive SAECG was observed in the present study (8.3%). In a general population, the prevalence of abnormal SAECG was very similar (19).

Significant differences in HRV parameters between sedentary and aerobically conditioned subjects have been established (20, 21,24,33), as well as the changes in the electrical properties of ventricular activation in both SAECG (1) and surface ECG (10,25). Thus, it is possible to speculate that regular aerobic exercise and a further increase in VO\textsubscript{2}max due to conditioning cause autonomic as well as electrophysiological changes in the heart, which are expressed as increased, HRV indexes and high-frequency content of the ventricular activation, respectively.

In the present study, SAECG and HRV time domain parameters were able to compose a predictive profile, accurately classifying trained and untrained healthy subjects according to maximal aerobic power. Further comments on conventional methods of assessment of aerobic fitness and the role of both SAECG and HRV analysis in this setting are necessary. The authors acknowledge that both ergospirometry and in-field exercise testing are standards for the assessment of physical conditioning. The ergospirometric test usually takes 12 to 20 min to assess aerobic conditioning, involves interpretation of complex data, and requires both trained personnel and expensive equipment, causing this approach to be limited to professional centers. In turn, in-field exercise testing is expected to assess athletes in real training conditions, and requires appropriate tracks which are frequently limited to professional groups and associations.

SAECG, on the other hand, has been originally conceived to evaluate the presence of high-frequency potentials located at the terminal QRS complex, universally accepted as a marker of pro-arrhythmogenic states (18,19). HRV analysis aims at assessing autonomic modulation of the heart, which, particularly in trained athletes, is associated with increased parasympathetic modulation directly related to aerobic conditioning (20,33). Both are simple noninvasive methods and have been able to accurately perform a classification of maximal aerobic power in trained and untrained subjects. They take a few minutes to be analyzed and potentially extend the clinical evaluation of healthy subjects undergoing training programs.
Limitations of the study

In the present study, maximum oxygen consumption was estimated by the Cooper method. Although the method appropriately estimated VO2max in the protocol applied to both groups, a direct ergospirometric assessment of VO2max was not carried out.

The present data were derived from a group of high-performance long distance runners, a fact that may represent a limitation when these data are extrapolated to other athletic modalities. This study assessed healthy subjects with very distinct maximal oxygen consumption in order to enhance the differences in high-frequency content of the ventricular activation due to the level of aerobic conditioning. A longitudinal study with untrained subjects admitted to an aerobic training program with regular follow-up of VO2max, echocardiographic measurements of cardiac structures, and periodic SAECG acquisitions will provide information on both the mechanical and electrical remodeling process during physical conditioning, and permit further insights into the development of high-frequency components of the ventricular activation.

Both HRV parameters and high-frequency electrical content of the ventricular activation assessed during resting conditions were increased in long-distance runners as compared to untrained healthy subjects, and accurately predicted maximal aerobic power. In particular, resting root mean squared voltage of the ventricular activation (RMST) of SAECG is an independent predictor of on-track maximal oxygen consumption. We conclude that the SAECG represents a potential method to predict the state of aerobic conditioning of trained athletes.
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